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ABSTRACT

This extended abstract describes an algorithm submitted
to the task of structural segmentation in MIREX 2014.
The method uses 2D Fourier Magnitude Coefficients (2D-
FMC) in order to label musical segments based on their
acoustic similarity. The segments are previously identified
by three different boundary retrieval algorithms, and con-
sequently three variations of this 2D-FMC algorithm were
submitted, one for each boundary identification technique.
We use beat-synchronous harmonic and timbral features to
extract the boundaries, while only harmonic information
is used by the 2D-FMC method to group the segments.
This implementation is open source and available for pub-
lic download 1 .

1. INTRODUCTION

The task of music segmentation can be divided in two main
subtasks: the identification of segment boundaries and the
grouping (or labeling) of these segments based on their
acoustic similarity. It has been shown that the quality of
the boundaries strongly impacts the grouping process [9],
therefore separating these process might be beneficial for
the assessment of the latter subtask. We have submitted
an algorithm to MIREX that uses 2D Fourier Transform
Magnitude Coefficients (2D-FMCs) to approximate a so-
lution to the labeling subtask of music segmentation. This
method is formally presented in [5], and it needs previ-
ously computed boundary information in order to produce
the output. These boundaries are estimated by using pre-
viously existing algorithms: Checkerboard-like kernel [4],
Convex NMF [6], and Structural Features [9]. Therefore,
three different flavors of our 2D-FMC algorithm were sub-
mitted, one for each boundary technique associated with
it.

1 https://github.com/urinieto/SegmenterMIREX2014
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2. AUDIO FEATURES

The three different versions of the algorithm use Essen-
tia [1] to compute the audio features from a one-channel
audio file sampled at 44.1 kHz. More specifically, we use
Harmonic Pitch Class Profile features —a harmonic rep-
resentation that is intended to be less noisy than regular
chromagrams—, and a Hann analysis window of size 2048
samples with a 50% overlap. Additionally, we also use Es-
sentia to compute 13 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
to capture the timbre of the track. We combine the HPCP
with the MFCC by simply stacking them and producing
a 25 dimensional feature vector. Furthermore, we use the
Multi Feature Beat Tracker [10] implementation included
in Essentia to estimate the beats, and the aggregation de-
scribed in [3] to obtain the beat-synchronous representa-
tion, which becomes the input to the boundary algorithms.

3. BOUNDARY ALGORITHMS

In this section we briefly discuss how the selected algo-
rithms to estimate the segment boundaries operate. The
Checkerboard-like kernel [4] is one of the most established
and successful methods to retrieve boundaries. It focuses
on the novel-based segments (see [7] for an explanation of
the different types of structural segments) by using the self-
similarity across the audio features and running a Gaussian
kernel shaped like a checkerboard (i.e. positive in the two
top-right and bottom-left parts and negative otherwise). This
yields a novelty curve from which peak picking can be per-
formed, detecting a boundary for each peak found.

The Convex NMF method [6] uses a convex variant of
the matrix factorization method of NMF in order to divide
the audio features into meaningful clusters or segments.
As opposed to the Checkerboard-like kernel method, this
algorithm focuses on homogeneous-based boundaries, thus
allowing us the exploration of how our 2D-FMC method
differs when inputting different types of segments.

Finally, the recently published Structural Features
method [9], yields some of the best boundary results in
the literature. It uses a variant of the lag matrix [2] in
order to obtain the so-called structural features. These
features are differentiated to obtain a novelty curve, from
which the boundaries can be obtained analogously as in
the Checkerboard-like kernel algorithm. This technique
retrieves homogeneity and novelty-based segment bound-
aries, which should result in a better performance of our



2D-FMC method.

4. 2D-FMC FOR MUSIC STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

Ideally, an audio representation should have the follow-
ing properties in order to capture the similarity between
segments: (i) key-transposition invariant (as long as the
same harmonic progressions occur, the key should be ir-
relevant), (ii) phase-shift invariant (a motive might occur
at the beginning or at the end of the segment, and yet be
clustered under the same label), and (iii) local-tempo in-
variance (tempo variations should not be a relevant factor
when quantizing segment similarity). These three charac-
teristics are inherent in the 2D-Fourier Magnitude Coeffi-
cients, thus becoming an excellent type of representation
for approaching the labeling subproblem of music struc-
ture analysis.

These 2D-FMCs are computed from the HPCP repre-
sentation for each segment. In order to obtain 2D-FMC
patches of the same size, we zero-pad to the maximum
segment length. Afterwards, the similarity is obtained by
simply running k-means on the 2D-FMC patches using the
Euclidean distance. The number of unique segments k can
be estimated using the BIC knee-detection method [8]. For
more details, we refer the reader to the original publication
of this algorithm [5].

5. ALGORITHM VERSIONS

• NB1: Checkerboard-like kernel for boundaries and
2D-FMC for labels.

• NB2: Structural Features for boundaries and 2D-
FMC for labels.

• NB3: Convex NMF for boundaries and 2D-FMC for
labels.
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